Bourns® Digi-Guard™ Series MSP® Maximum Duty Station Protectors

Housing Protector Color Change

Riverside California — July 27, 2022 — Effective August 22, 2022, Bourns will change the yellow shade of the housing for certain Model 2377-45, 2378-35-HS and 2378-35-BC Series Digi-Guard™ Station Protector part numbers. The purpose of this change is to standardize the yellow shade of the series. A list of affected part numbers is provided below.

The new yellow shade of the housing will not affect the fit, function, reliability or quality of the Digi-Guard™ Station Protectors. The form will change slightly due to the change in appearance. The product specifications will not change.

Samples built with the above changes are available on request. Bourns recommends that customers test the affected part number(s) in their specific applications for verification of satisfactory performance.

Implementation dates are as follows:
- Date that manufacturing of affected part numbers with current color housing will cease: August 19, 2022
- Date that deliveries of affected part numbers with new color housing will begin: August 22, 2022
- First date code using the new color housing for the affected part numbers: 0822

If you have any questions or need additional information, please feel free to contact Customer Service/Inside Sales.

Users should verify that the described changes will not impact the performance of the product in their specific applications.